LIVING BY THE RULES
FOLLOWING THE FIVE RULES ALLOWS LAW FIRMS TO ACHIEVE DESIRED FINANCIAL GOALS
DESPITE FLUCTUATIONS IN THE ECONOMY
Gary B. Fiebert, Partner
I am frequently asked to identify the single most important performance factor impacting the financial well-being of
a law firm. But, reality is far from the simplistic notion that a “single silver bullet” – be it hours, rates, realization,
collections, headcount or expenses – can be utilized to maximize results.
As law firms first began to feel the impact of the 2008 financial crisis and the recession that followed, their
managements reacted by scrambling to protect the bottom line. Low hanging fruit was plucked in an effort to
reduce costs. Associates and staff were let go and many firms began to explore and implement a variety of outsourcing and insourcing programs in a further effort to reduce the cost of their services. But, virtually no firm
reduced their rates and while rates were generally held at lowered levels of prior years, the impact was generally felt
on law firms’ bottom-lines and in partners’ earnings and not necessarily on lower costs to clients. I submit that a
more focused analysis and a better planned response would have avoided much of the knee jerk reaction that many
firms experienced. If a firm diligently lives by certain rules, it is better able to handle financial fluctuations in the
legal business. And, living by these certain rules is a continuous process, not a sometime crisis influenced event.
The Rules to which I am referring relate to realization, utilization, leverage, expense control, and speed of
collections. The concepts behind the rules were set forth initially to me over lunch in 1992 by John P. Quinn, then a
senior partner at Price Waterhouse. And my personal experience and observations 20 years later bear witness –
Living by the Rules is what is necessary for sound, holistic law firm financial management.
Consistent and continual application of this set of Rules empowers law firm managers to focus on the essentials and
manage their law firms to achieve their goals.
•

The Rules mandate that each aspect of a firm has direct bearing on the others – should one area be
mismanaged, one or more will likely suffer.

•

It is much like squeezing a balloon – you may tighten your grip on one area, but another part of that
balloon is apt to expand out of control and eventually burst.

When a financial downturn initially hits, firms usually begin to trim the fat to get in shape. It is very easy in the
short run to maximize profits by cutting expenses to the bare essentials – eliminating staff and timekeepers, halting
investment spending such as technology and marketing, and pushing for collections. But, in doing so, the future of
the business is often compromised. Eventually, revenues decline, people have difficulty accomplishing their work
due to lack of resources, and the firm and profits frequently follow the decline in revenues. However, Living by the
Rules transcends linear management mechanisms and treats the firm as a whole, with each piece functioning as a
result of the other to reach desired outcomes.
Defining the Rules
The Rules are not separate – instead, they are wholly dependent upon one another for success. The best way to
understand how to put the Rules into practice is to define them.
Realization
Realization is the percentage calculated by dividing the amounts ultimately collected by the value of the
work actually performed. There are, of course, variations on this, but the key is to be consistent. Typically,
firms today have realization rates around 90 percent.

A key element of realization performance is the pricing decision (i.e. – billing rates). Firms should strive to
maximize rates, yet set them realistically and competitively for the market, the law firm’s skills and services.
As an example, New York first-tier firm billing rates are not more applicable to second-tier firms than are
New York first-tier rates applicable generally to the first-tier rates of other U.S. cities. Equally important to
the process of maximizing realization is the requirement that you limit write-offs.
Utilization
The principle of utilization asks the question “how busy are you?” Utilization is the percent of billable time to
total time available, or time recorded, or average hours versus budget, or some other standard set by a firm.
Managing utilization is the balancing act that helps the firm achieve acceptable activity levels. The main
points to consider while managing utilization are how hard the people in the firm are willing to work,
whether or not firm culture supports the standards that you set, and, once standards are set, is there enough
work to dole out to everyone? Firm culture must support the targets and the fair reward of overachievers.
Leverage
In simple terms, leverage is the ratio of associates to partners. It is the management principle that places a
partner against the number of associates to whom that partner can distribute the work. The principle of
leverage is practice-centric. It is somewhat limited by the type of practice area on which one is focusing. As
an example, a localized real estate land use and zoning practice relies on lobbying and networking, and only
includes senior-level partners who hold contacts closely. Such a practice is likely to be far less leveraged (i.e.
– require few, if any, associates) than a bet-the-ranch litigation or a rapid-response major financial
transaction practice.
The key is to optimize the allocation of resources and balance specialization with capacity. Leverage, when
applied correctly, requires that a firm is always looking for opportunities to increase efficiencies – not with
an eye to reducing head count, but rather to increase efficiencies throughout by recognizing and using the
right resources.
In the land use and zoning practice example, leverage is likely to be no more than 1:1. Contrast this with a
large litigation practice with relatively few rainmakers and many associates. Such a practice is likely to be
highly leveraged at a rate of 3:1 or more. And here is where the Rules come into play. If the highly
leveraged practice is under-performing on utilization and realization, then the practice will likely become
over-leveraged, and profits will decline because there is not enough work to keep the associates busy. If the
associates are not required to put in the hours needed with the result that the rainmakers themselves are not
aptly rewarded, they may leave the firm.
Another key component of managing leverage lies in achieving budgeted hiring and retention levels so as to
successfully have the work force in place that supports your leverage target.
Expense Control
The primary goal of expense control/management is to provide enhanced services at the same or lower
costs than the competition. Doing this effectively assumes that you have built a zero-based budget from the
ground up and have implemented a process by which you can ruthlessly monitor expenses. As you react to
overspending, or inefficiencies in your operations or processes, or any other motivator that gets you to cut
expenses, it is important to remember (again) the promise that indiscriminate expense cutting merely to
meet short term profit goals will have a direct negative impact on the ability to deliver high quality services.
Speed of Collections
Bringing in the cash is not enough! The amount of time that elapses from the performance of the work until
you collect your fees has a direct bearing on financial performance. The value of this time represents the
firm’s investment in client services. Firm management is charged with managing the investment in client
services via achieving (and maintaining) acceptable patterns in billing and collections. Again, this can vary
by practice type. Successful firms may have a three-to-four month time line while under-performing firms
may be at six months or more.
This Rule is all about cash flow! And, firms handle this challenge of managing their investment in client
services in different ways, with some firms deploying a billing and collections committee to monitor the
billing attorneys and client intake, other firms appoint a single person with the responsibility to oversee all
billing and collection activity (a billing gorilla), including the imposition of rewards for on-time submission
of time records or penalties for the late submission of time or bills to clients. During the intake process,
managers must ask a series of questions: does the new matter make business sense? Are the pricing terms
and conditions in conformance with firm standards or are non-standard terms included? Does the client
have a good payment history with the firm? Does the billing attorney have a good collection track record?
Should a renewable retainer by required?

By adequately answering questions such as these, firms can take major steps in improving the quality of its
investment in client services. Whether your objective is to finance a growing operation or to sustain or
maintain a shrinking or downsized operation, success depends upon the ability to generate the cash needed
to meet your obligations.
CONCLUSIONS
Living by these Rules is a constant process and a real balancing act. But, no one Rule has it over the others. Please
remember – we may be able to squeeze and tighten down any one part of the balloon, but if we ignore the other
parts, that balloon can still go pop. And, there is not a single performance measure that tells a firm how well it is
doing, nor is there a single performance measure that a firm can turn to for a cure if its profits are less than the firm
would like them. Said another way, it is not the job of management to maximize firm profits. I already said that the
easiest way to maximize profits is to cut all discretionary spending to the bone. Managements’ job is to optimize
profits based upon the profile and the strategic objectives of the firm. But if you live by the Rules, you will generally
be in better shape than those who do not.
The Rules concept differs in application depending upon the firm structure and practice areas, so individual law
firms must first analyze the firm characteristics such as size, ownership, practice areas, clients, environment,
management and organizational structure, geographic reach and scope, and degree of community involvement.
Then, each of the five Rules must be configured accordingly, and lived by rigidly. Law firms that ignore or
mismanage any one concept do so at their peril.
The good news here is that one size does not fit all. How these rules are applied has as much to do with the size of
the law firm and the type of practices it supports as it does with the type of clients served and the skills of the
managers responsible for implementing and sustaining the rules.
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Smock Law Firm Consultants serves a wide range of law firm clients on a national basis in seven key areas of
practice – strategic planning, strategy execution, practice group management, firm mergers and combinations, high
level economic counsel, operational excellence, and resolving vexing strategic management issues. Our four
partners – John Smock, Peter Giuliani, Joe Walker, and Gary Fiebert are clearly the most experienced “first string”
serving the legal marketplace.

